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War of the Future: A View from
Russia
Alexander D. Chekov, Anna V. Makarycheva, Anastasia M.
Solomentseva, Maxim A. Suchkov and Andrey A. Sushentsov

The return of great-power rivalry has made questions about the future of
war more urgent. Russian thinking, in particular, warrants renewed attention. Moscow’s assertive politico-military posture in Ukraine and Syria,
more confident use of what have been termed ‘hybrid’ operations,1 and
increasing reliance on cyber capabilities have figured prominently in the
deliberations of the Euro-Atlantic policy community about the evolution
of twenty-first-century warfare and statecraft, and the optimal response to
Russia’s ‘revisionism’.2 Yet efforts by analysts in Moscow and the West to
understand the other’s thinking about the future of war have, when compared to similar efforts during the Cold War, fallen short.
The so-called ‘Gerasimov doctrine’ is a case in point. A 2013 article by
General Valery Gerasimov, the chief of the General Staff of the Russian
Armed Forces, on the use of ‘non-military’, ‘non-linear’ means of war, came
to be seen as a universal explanation for Russia’s political and military
conduct.3 Yet Mark Galeotti – who coined the term ‘Gerasimov doctrine’4
only to repudiate it a few years later – has correctly observed that the article
was about ‘how the Kremlin understands what happened in the “Arab
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Spring” uprisings, the “color revolutions” against pro-Moscow regimes in
Russia’s neighbourhood, and in due course Ukraine’s “Maidan” revolt’.5 In
other words, Gerasimov’s text was not an outline for an offensive ‘hybrid
strategy’, but a first call to the Russian political and military establishment to
work out a comprehensive approach to future wars based on interpretations
of modern-day conflicts and Russia’s assessment of its own vulnerabilities.
Yet misunderstandings of the Russian vision persist.

Origins of Russian thought
Three groups in Russia define the theory and practice of future warfare,
each of which brings its own biases, strengths and weaknesses to the task.
The strongest public voice with the greatest institutional capability to drive
decisions belongs to the Russian military – a historically powerful institution that in recent years has gained even more political weight. The elite
status of the military within Russia’s political and social structure lends it
authority when speaking on the future of war, and its journals and semipublic events rarely overlap with those of other institutions.
A second group comprises technological enterprises, private companies and state institutions – the Kurchatov Institute, Rosatom, Rostec,
Kaspersky Lab and more – whose work is arguably the engine of change
in the domain of ‘things future’, including military innovation. Because
this group operates in a practical domain, it rarely participates in public
discussions. Its vision can thus only be traced by the type of projects its
members are conducting and the magnitude of any government funding
they receive.
A third group encompasses Russian civil institutions, including
academia, the scientific institutes of the Russian Academy of Sciences, statefunded think tanks and private consultancies that conduct research both
independently and with the government. Compared with the other two, this
group is the most transparent and open to outside engagement with national
and international scholars and professionals. At the same time, it has a low
degree of involvement in practical decision-making. That said, it tends to
interpret potential threats in the same manner as the Russian military,
which often leads to similar conclusions and policy recommendations. Of
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course, the military has the opportunity to deliver its own findings directly
to the top leadership.
Russian expertise on the future of war varies considerably across
key subject areas. The Cold War and its defining concepts of deterrence
and containment produced a significant cohort of scholars and public
intellectuals on issues of nuclear arms, strategic stability and international
non-proliferation agreements. Hence, this is one area in which there is still a
frequent exchange of ideas between military and civilian experts.
When it comes to modern-day warfare, however, professional expertise on issues such as cyber is not abundant, with the best ideas scattered
around a few private or government-linked tech companies rather than
public institutions. The overwhelming majority of public work on ‘things
non-nuclear’ is analysis of Russian defence and information doctrines,
which means it is heavily influenced by the official narrative designed by
military professionals.
Following the break-up of the Soviet Union, Russian experts’ and academics’ views on future war largely followed in the footsteps of those of
their Western peers. In line with the intellectual trends of that time, the
future of war was perceived through the lens of counter-terrorism and
asymmetric warfare.6 This perception was reinforced by Russia’s own experience with ethno-territorial conflicts across the post-Soviet space and with
its war in Chechnya against a separatist insurgency, which was later infiltrated by foreign Islamist actors. The 9/11 terrorist attacks further ingrained
counter-terrorism and the role of non-state militant actors into Russian
thinking about conflicts of the future. The radicalisation of Islam and the
Islamisation of radicals were both perceived as defining ‘the basic content
of the problem for military security within the near future of 15–20 years’,
according to a 2005 paper by Dmitrij Trenin.7
Meanwhile, a nuclear war between Russia and the United States was seen
as inconceivable. According to Vladimir Dvorkin, for post-Soviet Russia, the
country’s nuclear arsenal was seen to be more of a ‘status symbol’ that ‘legitimated’ the Kremlin’s claim to superpower status. In addition, because Russia’s
global influence had shrunk dramatically while its sense of vulnerability had
increased, nuclear arms served as a kind of ‘psychological life-support’.8
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Nuclear proliferation was assessed as being a serious concern, with the
potential for conflict seen as being greatest between India and Pakistan.
Yet because Russia was not expected to be involved in any crisis there,
little attention was paid to the region on the map of possible future wars.
Neither was the North Korea problem perceived as imminent. Pyongyang
was believed to be using its nuclear programme primarily as a bargaining chip in negotiations with Japan, South Korea and the US for sanctions
relief. Moreover, many in Moscow argued that North Korea was one of
a few issues on which Russia could and should partner with the West.9
Likewise, Russia and the US were both determined to keep weapons of
mass destruction out of terrorists’ hands.10

The defensive
character of
Russian doctrine
did not change

The First Gulf War in 1990–91 and the bombing
of Yugoslavia in 1999 sparked concerns in Moscow
about the rising sophistication of Western military
forces and the state of Russia’s own forces.11 Soon
after, Russia began carrying out military reforms in
a bid to close the gap between Russian and Western
military capabilities to ensure credible deterrence.
The 2003 war in Iraq, followed by a series of what

Moscow saw as ‘colour revolutions’ in the post-Soviet space, expedited the
process, with the Russian political and military establishment reassessing
lists of Russia’s adversaries and mapping potential danger zones.12
A gradual increase in Russian military capabilities started in 2007 (a year
before the war in South Ossetia), and can be seen as the starting point for
a ‘new era’ in Russian military strategy. The overall defensive character of
Russia’s military doctrine did not change, but the focus shifted towards
unconventional threats and ways to respond to them, with military thinkers
influenced by the ‘Revolution in Military Affairs’.13
Shortly after the Russo-Georgian War of 2008, the Russian domestic debate
on the future of war began to consider the possible return of great-power
rivalry.14 Russia’s 2010 military doctrine postulated, implicitly, that military
threats to the country included the US concept of ‘Prompt Global Strike’,
Washington’s intention to place weapons in outer space and its deployment
of strategic non-nuclear systems of precision-guided weapons. Yet the main
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threat was identified as coming ‘from the information space’ and ‘from within
the Russian territory itself’ – an allusion to the potential of political domestic
unrest. An updated doctrine released in 2014 focused on the ‘complex use of
military, political, economic, information and other non-military tools including the use of the protest potential of the population and special operations’.15
The 2010 and 2014 documents represent the first statements of Russia’s
readiness for ‘hybrid armed conflicts’ and the use of indirect and asymmetric modes of action.16 They highlight the potential of creating permanent
war zones on the territories of adversary states, and of the participation of
irregular armed groups and private military companies. The doctrines particularly stress ‘the widespread use of political groups and social movements
financed and controlled from abroad’ as among the main characteristics of
modern conflict.
In 2011, the Arab Spring, followed by massive protests in Russia itself
over the return of Vladimir Putin to the presidency and an allegedly rigged
parliamentary election, reinforced the sense within the Russian leadership
that a Western-instigated colour revolution could be used as a pretext for
a foreign military intervention, and thus should be reviewed as part of the
‘wars of the future’ concept.
Following Russia’s seizure of Crimea, the war in eastern Ukraine and the
launch of the military campaign in Syria, a consensus emerged in Moscow
and, arguably, in Western capitals too that the risk of a major conflict
between Russia and the United States as peer nuclear powers had markedly increased.17 Some researchers attributed this to the overall emergence
of peer-to-peer conflict across the world. Observing the transformation
in the defence industries of the leading global powers, proponents of this
theory argued that ‘modern war will be fought with technologies for which
doctrines have yet to be developed, in domains previously unexposed to
combat, and without rules’.18 By 2015, peer-to-peer conflict had reached the
forefront of the debate. By that time, two strategic intellectual transformations had been codified into Russian military thinking.
The first was that, while asymmetric conflicts and counter-terrorist campaigns were still seen as important, they were no longer seen as a separate
category of conflict within the concept of future war. The Russian military
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does not deny that non-state actors engaged in asymmetric warfare can
have their own agency, but in the context of future war, terrorist groups and
other non-state actors are seen as the proxies of adversarial peer powers. In
this respect, they are seen as combatants enabled by an external power to
do harm, or as an agent through which peer adversaries can test their own
weapons, strategy and tactics.19
A second change has been an almost exclusive focus on a conflict with
the West.20 This is not to say that Russia has deemed a conflict with China
or some other regional power as impossible. Neither does the Russian security establishment underestimate the scope of the threat from the country’s
‘underbelly’ – the Middle East, the Caucasus and Central Asia. It may be
that the discussion on the future of war is intentionally focused on the West
– and the US in particular – for political, domestic or pseudo-ideological
reasons. Nevertheless, a war with the West remains the dominant narrative.
There are two main reasons for this.
Firstly, the US is the only major power that openly lists Russia (along with
China) as its adversary.21 Together with its European allies, America sees
Russia’s assertive foreign policy as a primary threat and seeks to restrain its
behaviour. Even though Moscow publicly characterises its moves as purely
defensive and, in some cases, preventive of the West’s own provocations
vis-à-vis Russia, both parties have calibrated their political and military
policies to contain the other’s activities beyond its borders, to undermine its
internal stability and to ultimately weaken its national potential.22
Secondly, although Russia’s political rhetoric paints the US as a power in
decline,23 few senior Russian decision-makers believe that American power
has eroded to the point that the US has lost its unmatched ability to set the
tone and shape the dynamics of international relations. American technological and military superiority – along with that of the NATO Alliance – is viewed
as the only serious challenge to Russia at this time, and hence is the focus of
military planning.24 The United States’ domination of the international system
is seen as detrimental to Russia’s own interests, and to the system writ large.
While most of the elements of Russia’s vision for future war were in
place by 2015, the full mosaic did not come together until Moscow launched
its military campaign in Syria. The Russian chief of the General Staff openly
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branded the war in Syria as ‘a prototype of the war of the future’,25 which
required the Russian military both to pay attention to how other actors in the
Syrian theatre operated – politically, militarily and information-wise – and
to carry out a great deal of professional experimentation on the battlefield,
in the cyber domain and in the political realm.

Russia and strategic stability
Discussion of the possibility of a direct military conflict between peer
powers had long revolved around the role of nuclear weapons in a future
war.26 The exacerbation of tensions between Russia and the West in 2014
changed the focus of this discussion from the question of whether a nuclear
arsenal was a sufficient deterrent to a direct military collision to the question
of whether nuclear arms would be used should such a conflict break out at
the conventional level.27
The 2014 edition of Russia’s military doctrine made it clear that mutual
nuclear containment and strategic parity had not lost their relevance.28 Yet
the very notion that nuclear weapons could be used – albeit only as a ‘last
resort’ should the country find itself on ‘the edge of survival’ – reflected
a significant change in the views of many Russian scholars and policymakers.29 An amended version of the doctrine released in 2018 states that
Moscow ‘reserves a right to use nuclear arms in retaliation for the use of
nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction against Russia and (or) its
allies and in case of an aggression against Russia with the use of conventional weapons that threatens the very existence of the state’. The doctrine
also argues that nuclear arms will remain ‘an important factor that prevents
nuclear conflicts and military conflicts with the use of conventional weapons
(large-scale war, regional war)’.30 The Russian military and President Putin
have been vocal in arguing that having the upper hand in an arms race is an
effective way of ensuring peace.
At the same time, some Russian experts and policymakers are revisiting two basic Soviet propositions from the 1980s that deny the possibility of
a military conflict between nuclear superpowers. The first is the view that
any conflict between nuclear powers will inevitably escalate to the use of
nuclear weapons. The second is that the risk of annihilation means that there
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can be no victors in a nuclear war. Contrary to some Western analysts who
credit nuclear deterrence for the ‘long peace’ between Russia and the West,31
some Russian scholars believe it is due to the ‘unwillingness’ of both sides to
engage in direct military conflict. This unwillingness is attributed primarily to
the geographical locations of Russia and the US, which would complicate the
deployment of a large military for a long period of time. Nikolay Kosolapov,
a senior fellow at the Institute of World Economy and International Relations
(IMEMO) and a noted authority on the issue, argued in 2008 that:
the exchange of nuclear strikes in itself does not decide the outcome of a
war – especially one that may see no winners. A victory in a war should
be secured by political capitalization. For this to happen a victorious
army should arrive and restore a desired order in a defeated country.
But to support large-scale long-term activities in another hemisphere is
practically impossible.

Neither side has even the basic logistic capabilities for the deployment of
conventional troops following an exchange of nuclear strikes. This, according to Kosolapov, was the main reason why the US and the USSR managed
to avoid a direct military conflict.32
Kosolapov’s writings have recently been revived by a handful of scholars who are critical of the mainstream argument that the erosion of strategic
stability as established during the Cold War is dangerous. Kosolapov’s
followers contend that the collapse of the Cold War-era arms-control treaties will not undermine strategic stability because what really prevents the
parties from engaging in a nuclear war is geography, logistics and material
costs – not the legal commitments of arms control.
Since 2014, some Russian pundits have argued that if war breaks out
between Russia and the West, it will not be because of the emergence of a
new type of weaponry, as some Westerners have argued,33 but because of a
‘change in the motivation of the political elites’. They predict that five specific
conditions would need to be present for the breakdown of the long peace:
1) Dissatisfaction among elites with the existing world order;
2) The emergence of revisionist states with the ambition and
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capability to revise existing rules and norms;
3) The existence of ‘crises spaces’ where a war could begin (such
as the Balkans ahead of the First World War and Eastern Europe
after the Second World War);
4) A ‘social agreement’ between the political elite and the people to
solve national problems with an ‘absolute war’ (the emergence of
the ‘war nation’);
5) The existence of technical capabilities to crush the opponent
militarily and to occupy its territory to establish the victor’s
desired order.34
Most Russian scholars and practitioners whose views have been made
public agree that the first three conditions have already taken shape, but
that there has been no recent emergence of a war nation, and that no state
currently possesses a military capability that assures its absolute superiority in a direct military conflict with a peer adversary. A decisive shift would
come only if a new energy source were discovered that could drive conceptually new military vehicles and missiles,35 and if there were a significant
breakthrough in the domain of artificial intelligence.36
This view appears to contain some internal contradictions. It starts off
opposing the Western narrative on the importance of technology and prioritises the ‘motivation of the political elites’, only to end up acknowledging
that technological pre-eminence matters, especially in a conflict of the
future, if only as one of the drivers of motivational change. Moreover, there
appears to be a contradiction between key military experts, who believe that
military–technological superiority will serve as a deterrent and thus as a
precondition for peace, and most civilian experts, who argue that technological development is dangerous and may actually lead to a war.37 These
contradictions reflect the fact that there is no single, coherent Russian narrative on future war.
The erosion of the strategic stability established during the Cold War is
perceived as the regrettable result of the failure to negotiate the meaning
of ‘reasonable sufficiency’ in strategic nuclear forces. The situation is being
seen as a trigger for the development of new types of missiles and delivery
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systems.38 The development of new types of tactical nuclear weapons – not
just by Russia and the United States but by other countries too – that are
not covered by existing treaties is perceived as opening the way to their use
in military conflicts. For now, Russia’s top brass seems to be split between
those who advocate for old-school arms-control policies and those who
favour the development of advanced arms as both a security guarantee
against a foreign attack and a reason not to worry about the collapse of
the existing arms-control regime. There is a consensus, however, that new
types of tactical weapons are poised to dramatically shift the very notion of
nuclear arms control.39
Discussion of a direct military conflict between great powers does not
entirely exclude the use of nuclear weapons. In fact, Russia’s leadership and
expert community are virtually unanimous in assessing that the limited
use of nuclear arms is more likely today than it was a few years ago.40
Contemporary Russian thinking on the issue dates back to the 1960s, when
Soviet military literature, in response to the American doctrine of limited
nuclear war, envisaged the use of tactical nuclear arms over a short period
of time to localise military action to one or several operational theatres.41
This concept evolved further in the 1970s – both in the Soviet Union and in
the United States – due to the emergence of precision weapons that were
believed capable of serving the same purpose as tactical nuclear arms.
Yet the dominant view within Russian decision-making circles is that a
nuclear war between Russia and the US is unlikely not because the might
of American weapons deters the Russians from attacking the US – and vice
versa – but because the two do not really see a direct war, let alone the use
of nuclear weapons, as the most effective tool of targeting and ultimately
weakening the adversary. The contemporary Russian argument suggests
that if elites are determined to launch a war, there is little that can deter
them, including nuclear weapons. Yet a combination of psychological, political, military and technological factors could still encourage them to seek
other means of attaining their goals, ones that might be more effective from
a political standpoint. This, in turn, paves the way for the view that other
types of peer-to-peer strategic competition, including indirect, non-military
engagements, are more probable.
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Colour revolutions and information wars
Although far from Russian borders, the crisis in Libya had a profound
impact on Russia’s vision for the wars of the future, one that has largely
escaped the attention of Western analysts. At first glance, the Libyan crisis
appears to fit in the category of ‘direct military conflict between non-peers’
(the NATO powers versus the regime of Muammar Gadhafi and allied
militias). Yet Russian military leaders saw things differently. To them, the
conflict in Libya was an example of a colour revolution – a conflict originating in a protest movement that had been financed and directed by a foreign
enemy to serve as a pretext for an intervention and subsequent war. Libya
had experienced a domestic uprising, believed by Russian authorities to
have been supported by interested outside powers. It therefore qualified
as an indirect, non-military type of engagement by enemy forces – in this
case, the NATO allies. The brutal crackdown by Gadhafi, which resulted in
numerous deaths, provided the West with a reason to intervene. The subsequent military engagement, which helped topple Gadhafi, confirmed for the
Russian military that ‘colour revolutions’ are artificially orchestrated phenomena whose techniques will likely be employed in any future conflict.
The Libyan case was to influence Russian thinking on future wars in
several ways. It was seen as indicative of how big powers can ‘erode the
morale of citizens and collapse its support for the national government’,42
an approach that Russia believed it was itself vulnerable to. The primary
concern was not so much a direct military attack, which is unlikely given
Russia’s military capabilities, but rather the engineering of popular protests
by the West to create a pretext for a Western offensive against Russia.
The Libyan conflict also gave Moscow reason to argue that modern military operations had acquired a ‘dualistic nature’, which might be further
developed in future wars – an argument that was supported by both the
military and the expert community.43 Originating as a colour revolution,
the Libyan conflict had subsequently given rise to military operations that
the Russians characterised as ‘overwhelming and comprehensive’. The use
of space systems and drones was assessed as ‘accurately organized and
coordinated’.44 For future conflicts, this would mean that offensive actions
would unfold through all domains – land, sea, air, cyber – and involve the
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participation not just of official armies but also of mercenaries and militias.
This thinking was only reinforced by the Arab Spring and by the conflicts in
Ukraine and Syria. Indeed, Moscow decided to pre-emptively intervene in
Syria to deny the West a ‘Libyan scenario’.
Russia’s ‘new generation war’ concept places special emphasis on the
use of information and communication technologies for the achievement
of political or military goals. The use of such tools is seen both as a way of
minimising the immediate risks to Russia’s own military and as a way of
undermining the integrity of adversaries.45 In the West, this approach – frequently defined as ‘hybrid warfare’ – is seen as a Russian innovation, but it
should be noted that this term is equally applied by the Russian military to
the West’s own military practices of the last few years.46
While some Russians argue that direct non-military engagement in the
form of cyber and information warfare is a separate type of ‘conflict of the
future’, others believe it is supplementary to a direct military engagement
and can be used both as a means of actual warfare and as a tool for political
signalling or provocation before a war. Both theories cite the increasing use
of cyber attacks and information campaigns today – even in the absence of
a traditional ‘hot war’ – to support their respective arguments. Given that
such dynamics are indeed on the rise, the lack of meaningful norms to regulate this domain creates a ‘grey zone’ for peer competition.47
For Russian scholars and practitioners, cyber is usually considered a subcomponent of ‘information warfare’.48 In fact, the prevailing view is that both
types of warfare are attributes of the so-called ‘information confrontation’
that entered the national discussion only in the 2010s, when the government
began to develop and publish official documents covering national cyberand information-security issues.49
The term ‘information warfare’ is employed in official documents to refer
to a struggle between two or more states
with the goal of inflicting damage to information systems, processes, and
resources, as well as to critically important structures and other structures;
undermining political, economic, and social systems; carrying out mass
psychological campaigns against the population of a State in order to
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destabilize society and the government; as well as forcing a State to make
decisions in the interests of their opponents.50

Thus, the tracks that the Russian military and the handful of Russian analysts who work on the subject believe will be the most contested in the
run-up to a future war include legislative initiatives at the United Nations
and other international institutions, the ownership of key cyber infrastructure and attempts to hedge cyber-security risks.51
Russian policymaking in this area has focused on the drawing of red
lines and the establishment of rules of the game.52 The Russian military believes that in the case of a military conflict with a peer power or
its proxies, in which cyber and information tools would certainly be
employed, the existence of international regulations would at least serve
as a normative hurdle to the unrestricted use of such tools on civilian
and other critical infrastructure, as well as a reference point for Russia at
international diplomatic venues.53 This does not mean that Russia’s military leadership or senior decision-makers rely on rules and norms in this
domain. Rather, they believe that legally binding agreements between the
most capable states may lay the groundwork for a new form of strategic stability, much as nuclear-arms agreements did in the Cold War. In
this sense, cyber is seen as ‘the new nuclear’. Indeed, the possibility that
the emergence of unregulated new domains and weaponry could prove
dangerously destabilising is frequently brought up in connection with the
international situation in the mid-twentieth century, when the testing of
newly developed nuclear weapons convinced many of the need for peerto-peer agreements.54
At the same time, Russian military and academic experts believe that
such agreements could take a long time to secure, and may even prove
unattainable until a major crisis occurs.55 On account of this calculation,
Russia has worked with China to establish an ‘alternative internet’ to hedge
against cyber threats in a potential conflict with the West. It has also moved
to develop its own cyber forces, which, according to Zecurion Analytics,
are now among the top five in the world, consisting of about 1,000 ‘cyber
soldiers’ and receiving $100 million in funding.56
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For now, Russia does not appear to see cyber capabilities as a ‘first-level’
weapon equal to nuclear weapons, but it does acknowledge that they are effective ‘second-level’ weapons, capable of disconnecting entire cities from power
grids, deactivating nuclear plants, stealing classified information and so on.
They are therefore considered relevant to any discussion of future conflict.

Learning from Syria and Ukraine
By 2014, there was little left for the Russian military to debate in terms of
who was likely to become an adversary and what a conflict might look like.57
When the crises in Ukraine and Syria broke out, they arguably served as
tests of what had become established military thinking,58 providing a sense
of what future conflicts might look like and allowing practitioners to draw
conclusions about the way other actors, the US in particular, operate. Rather
than seeing the conflict in Syria as asymmetric, Moscow came to frame it
as a three-level proxy war, with Russia and the United States at the global
level; Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Iran at the regional level; and Syrian
government and opposition groups at the local level. The conflict also featured heavy use of cyber offensives and information warfare. In this way,
the conflict was an instance of both indirect military engagement (proxy
warfare) and direct non-military engagement (cyber warfare).
The Russian military drew five main conclusions from Syria and Ukraine.
Firstly, it determined that states will be increasingly implementing ‘clandestine, evidence-less actions’ to dodge any direct involvement and to avoid
the complications associated with a direct collision of powers.59 Proxies will
be used for the sake of disguising one’s own participation and alleviating
political, reputational or material costs of direct action. The killing by the
US military of dozens of suspected Russian mercenaries near Syria’s Deir
ez-Zor in February 2018 and the repeated attacks on the Russian air base
in Khmeimim allegedly perpetrated by Turkey-backed opposition militants
are just a couple of examples of this pattern that may become routine in
future conflicts.
Secondly, the Russian military has learned that the time to prepare for a
military operation has significantly decreased, whereas the need for quick
and intelligent decision-making has grown. In order to minimise the risks of
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failure, a state seeking to win a future war needs to invest in the creation of
‘reconnaissance–fire complexes’ to provide for swift and continuous strikes
on the adversary. This also highlights the need for force mobility and for an
integrated system of striking and offensive power; and demonstrates the
increasing importance of radio-electronic jamming and of info-technical and
info-psychological offensive toolkits. The need to shift from ‘consecutive
and focused actions’ – a practice of the past – to ‘continuous and dispersed
activities’ has also become apparent. All this, in the Russian view, is necessary across all domains and in all theatres of war.60
Thirdly, the development and more frequent use of precision-guided
arms is seen as moving warfare to the domain of more accurate and selective
targeting in real time. This significantly extends the traditional borders of
operational theatres to encompass not only military facilities, but also objects
of economic significance that may be thousands of kilometres away from an
immediate war zone. According to the Russian military, it will be facilities
such as these that, along with state assets such as governmental buildings,
will now be targeted first, rather than military infrastructure.61 A related point
is that the use of distantly guided robots is becoming more frequent. The
challenge in future wars will be to adequately integrate them with regular
troops. Countries that master this challenge will have the advantage.62
A fourth lesson is that crises can be expected to emerge simultaneously in
several theatres. Militarily, this dictates the need to create different units of
all service branches that can effectively counter an adversary’s actions. (This
was advanced as one of the prime rationales for Russia to hold large-scale
exercises, such as Zapad and Vostok, with an emphasis on the training of
airborne units as the basis for the rapid-deployment force.) Strategically, it
means Russia needs to deploy cruise missiles in every meaningful direction.
Finally, the Russian military sees a need to dramatically expand the
deployment geography for the air force and navy. For example, there has
been an emphasis on pioneering top-notch military infrastructure in the
Arctic – a region which the Russian military believes could become the next
great-power battleground. The military has stressed the development of
management systems: information-support units that, according to Russian
military calculations, enable units to reduce the preparation process for the
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use of long-distance precision weapons by 1.5 times.63 The mid-term objective here is to create an effective inter-service, automated reconnaissance and
strike system that would cut down the time between initial reconnaissance
and target engagement by 2–2.5 times, and raise the precision of strikes by
1.5–2 times. Russia has also been reviewing fuelling procedures for aircraft
in order to make the process faster. It has already deployed a centralised fuel
service at its Khmeimim Air Base that allows crews to simultaneously fuel
up to a dozen aircraft and that can enable a round-the-clock military operation. Plans are in place to replicate the service in up to 40 other locations,
which would allow up to 800 aircraft to be refuelled at the same time.64 Of
course, without the necessary procurement and budgetary allocations for
these plans, implementing them may prove more challenging than strategising and elaborating them.
*

*

*

Key actors in the Russian debate over the future of war presume that, despite
the collapse of the arms-control regime and the development of even more
destructive weapons, major nuclear powers will still seek to avoid a nuclear
conflict with each other. At the same time, the military conflicts in Ukraine
and Syria have led Russian decision-makers to conclude that indirect military action (use of proxies) and direct non-military action (cyber offensives,
information wars) will become the most frequent forms of peer-to-peer
competition. Indirect non-military engagement (colour revolutions) will
continue to serve as a pretext for interventionist military actions.
The conflicts in Georgia and Ukraine ended the debate over the most
likely adversary in ‘the war of the future’: it will be a peer power, most likely
the West. The lesson of the Arab Spring was that social unrest creates war
zones and opens a territory to foreign special operations. Thus, it is vital to
maintain checks on the opposition as a potential ‘fifth column’ and to invest
in ‘patriotic upbringing’ at home. The conflict in Ukraine reinforced this
view and added the element of the use of proxies and non-state actors. The
use of non-regular forces, including private military contractors, has become
routine and is seen as a critical component of future warfare. Finally, Syria
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offered a ‘comprehensive account’ of what the war of the future will look
like and enabled experimentation with personnel, weaponry, tactics and
strategies.
Today, the Russian leadership claims it has learned the bitter lessons of
past hot wars and mastered the dynamics of the arms race. In addresses to
Russia’s Federal Assembly on 1 March 2018 and 20 February 2019, President
Putin announced plans for new armaments intended to give Russia a 5–7
year advantage in an arms race.65 Yet these weapons would come at a high
price for Russia’s sluggish economy, would take longer to develop than
indicated by Putin and are unlikely to afford Russia military parity with, let
alone superiority over, the West.
An even bigger problem is that Russia seems to be contemplating future
fights based on its current perception of allies and adversaries, largely disregarding how the world may change, potentially transforming today’s
friends into tomorrow’s enemies. Russians’ belief in the need to be prepared
for the war of the future – which implies a war with the West – stems from
the poor relationship Moscow now has with the West and the latter’s perceived hostility, as well as the Western capabilities Russia knows of today.
Yet critical assessment and public discussion of these issues has been lacking
at a time when other powers are emerging, particularly China.
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